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 Where can it be found again,
 An elsewhere world, beyond
 Maps and atlases,
 Where all is woven into
 And of itself, like a nest
 Of crosshatched grass blades?

Seamus Heaney, Human Chain 2010
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The writing of this Copper manuscript occurred 
through 2016 to 2018. This coincided with an 
intense period of work on some copper etchings 
I began in 2011, which form part of a series of 90 
plates: Elsewhere World. This book writes with 20 of 
these copper plates.
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COPPER Prologue

Elsewhere World encapsulates many years of my work 
as an artist. I moved to Queenstown on the West 
Coast of Tasmania and gave up a peripatetic life of 
work in Hobart and France in order to develop my 
landscape etchings and paintings.

I first visited Queenstown after walking the 
Overland Track in 1967. The town made a big 
impact on me with its universal red iron roofing 
and custard yellow wall livery. It was very much a 
company town under the auspices of the historic 
Mt Lyell Mining and Railway Company, whose 
principle mission was to mine, process and ship as 
much copper ore as technology would allow. The 
big smelters were still apparent, the black whale 
back of slag dominated the upper valley and the 
ubiquitous, bare, ‘moonscape’ of surrounding hills 
made for a sublime environment.

Nearly forty years later and following the collapse 
of the Mt Lyell Company I purchased an old 
school in the town. Copper Mines of Tasmania 
had taken up the lease of the defunct mine 
and resumed the search for the copper lodes in 
the interim only to be taken over by the global 
Indian company Vedanta in 1999. Mining ceased 
in 2014 and the operation went into care and 
maintenance after the deaths of three miners in 

two accidents underground and with the copper 
price languishing below $6000 US per tonne.

My own story in that period between my 
introduction to Queenstown during the sixties  
and my coming to live in the town reflects a 
younger man searching for purpose and meaning 
through art. Teaching in Victoria was followed 
up by work in Tasmania at the School of Art in 
Hobart in the early eighties. Retirement from that 
University of Tasmania workplace precipitated the 
move to Queenstown.

In 2011, an English painter friend John Lendis 
sent me a book of Seamus Heaney’s poetry, The 
Human Chain. I was, at that time, developing prints 
of some terrain on Mt Lyell which is still heavily 
scarred from historic mining impacts. Plants 
are re-colonising the area, however, with the 
White Waratah, Christmas Bells, Celery-top pine, 
Sassafras and even King Billy pine in evidence.

It is this sense of the possibility of another 
(elsewhere) world, i.e. one that is lost but one  
that might be reclaimed, that I speculate on in 
Elsewhere World. 
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COPPER Prologue

From 1992 to the present day I have researched 
the intaglio print medium in Europe on a regular 
basis. I originally went to Paris and the Atelier 
Lacourière et Frélaut, in particular, to connect 
to the tradition of making etchings. My great-
grandfather’s experiences of the First World War 
as a soldier in the AIF, Commonwealth War Grave 
sites, and body armour are concepts that have 
played out in tandem with my investigation into 
the print and identification with a type of ‘figure’ 
as much as ground! 

I established LARQ or Landscape Art Research 
Queenstown in 2005 with my partner Helena 
Demczuk. LARQ was a small art centre involving 
both a gallery and a print studio which was set up 
to encourage artists to visit Western Tasmania and 
for them to contribute to its environmental repair 
and community development. LARQ closed in 
2015 after its ten year ‘shelf life’ expired. 

The terrain of Western Tasmania has been 
tempered and shaped by exposure to forces of 
nature and man. A prevailing westerly air-stream 
with two and a half metres of rain per year and  
over a century of mining have sculpted the hard 
rock landscape. 

Large tracts of wet rainforest nearby give way 
to more settled and pastoral areas to the east of 
me and eventually the MONA-centric Hobart. 
This dynamic natural environment has shaped 
Tasmanian identity and culture. The toxic mine 
sites, degraded landscapes, and abandoned 
cemeteries are testimony to these natural forces, 
the passage of time and the transience of life. 

My Elsewhere etchings reflect this construction of a 
landscape and the identification with ‘ground’. In 
the early 1980s, after coming to live in Tasmania 
and being involved in the Franklin River campaign, 
I developed several large prints about the landscape 
of Western Tasmania. They were ’postcards’ for 
imaginary audiences far over the horizon – images 
of wild, desolate, indifferent places just beginning 
to feel the pressure of the approaching bulldozer. 
Imaginary Landscape – Eighteen months in Tasmania (1984) 
and Florentine Valley: displaced landscape (1984) were 
big panoramic images intended for audiences in 
big city galleries. That is where they rest now in 
National and State Gallery collections, in plan 
drawers and in dark quiet archives beyond the gaze.
 
The new Elsewhere World series ‘bookends’ that 
earlier work. It shares some characteristics with 
those artworks I created over 35 years ago but 
essentially the new work represents a big change. 
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That shift in meaning and context is bound up 
with the fact that I live and will hopefully die 
within the pictured landscape. 

Writing with twenty copper plates from the 
Elsewhere World series has given me the opportunity 
to draw together a series of concepts, places, people 
and stories that reflect that landscape, confirm my 
attachment to it and, in the end, articulate a type  
of memento mori. 

As I write, the Elsewhere work is not quite finished 
but fragments and printed  states have been 
components of presentations at Bett Gallery, 
Hobart in the summer 2017, Melbourne’s 
Australian Galleries in the autumn of 2017 and 
Cradle Mountain’s Wilderness Gallery during 
the winter. My connection to Tasmania began at 
Cradle Mountain in 1967 and fifty years on, with 
Elsewhere World, there is a type of return.

In Queenstown I also work as a volunteer at the 
local, Galley Museum and my writing about 20 of 
the copper plates generally took place within that 
special environment and within the ambience of 
that complicated collection. The Galley Museum 
represents a microcosm of people and places 
within the story of the West Coast landscape of 
Tasmania. It was always a good destination for my 

students from the University of Tasmania’s School 
of Art while we travelled the state on our Natural 
Environment and Wilderness field trips during the 
1990s. We received so much support, particularly 
from the late Noeline Bradshaw, and the array of 
images and objects within the Galley provided a big 
range of research material for the students. Many 
years later I have returned to the Galley Museum, 
in a form of repayment for the earlier experiences 
of generous conversation and as a vicarious form of 
time travel into many lives and environments lost to me. 

By the time this book is published, so too will be 
Elsewhere World. The copper plates will be finished and 
the total work will be shown at Queenstown’s 2018 
Unconformity Festival, the Bett Gallery, Hobart and 
the Burnie Regional Gallery during early 2019 under 
the collective title of Elsewhere World – Expanded Field. 
The format for showing these occasions involves the 
setting up of the panoramic image in relation to the 
cohort of individual prints. I see it as proposition 
about the nature of printmaking with an emphasis 
on the reciprocation between components and ‘the 
whole’. Between the micro and the macro. Between 
ways of seeing the world and ways of understanding 
the world.

Raymond Arnold, July 2018 
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Copper Plate I
12 cm x 12 cm

Mount Owen summit, West Coast Range

I begin with a small copper etching plate for a big, 
significant mountain on the West Coast Range, 
Tasmania. Mount Owen was given its English 
name by Charles Gould while on one of his 
ultimately ‘fruitless’ expeditions west looking for 
gold during the nineteenth century. In the ‘tagging’ 
he was paying homage to a major English scientist 
of the day, Sir Richard Owen, and the story that 
has developed about this nomenclature is that 
the tall mountains on the range were named after 
opponents or critics of Charles Darwin, and the 
smaller peaks after his supporters. Geoffrey Blainey 
in his seminal West Coast text The Peaks of Lyell 
spoke of this moment in these terms:

Gould … left England ( for Tasmania) in 1859, the year in 
which Darwin published his revolutionary book The Origin 
of the Species, and he seems to have opposed Darwin’s theory 
of evolution, for he named the three massive mountains – 
Sedgewick, Owen, and Jukes – in honour of bitter opponents  
of Darwin’s theory.
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Copper Plate I

The landscape I inhabit can therefore be read as 
a text or coda about the fundamental nature of 
the world and in this respect is unique although 
curiously aligned with Aboriginal interpretation  
of ‘country’.

The entrance to a small cave near the summit 
of Mt Owen frames the view out west across 
this ‘blasted’ landscape of the Queen River valley. 
Late nineteenth and twentieth century mining 
regimes stripped and rendered the ancient rain 
forested valleys below into a bare ‘moonscape’. 
Other shadows flickering on the walls of this 
‘plato’ cave include Dutch navigators sailing the far 
ocean horizon, indigenous figures cray diving the 
exposed coast over millennia, hydro dam builders 
in D9 bulldozers, women poets sheltering from 
‘spiteful hail’, handsome Australian Federation 
era politicians, environmental activists, geologists, 
artists, bee keepers, railway engineers et al.
Climbing up through the back of the cave/lens 
and negotiating the conglomerate boulder jumble 
to the summit, the view opens up to a more 
panoramic, sweeping landscape taking in a circling 
topography of another kind. Immediately filling 
the view to the North across the sweep of the valley 
is the Mount Lyell ridge. The naming also involves 
Cradle Mountain, Eldon Peak, Frenchmans Cap, 

Mt Jukes, Cape Sorell, Mt Zeehan, Mt Dundas, 
Moore’s Pimple, Mt Geike and way over the  
back there is Mt Murchison. 

A litany of concepts in the nomenclature, a mantra 
of colonial place names, dot points in Tasmanian 
mining history and an index to my life in Tasmania 

– a complicated ‘back story’.

It’s a bright, still and clear afternoon and I’m 
sharing the summit under its rusted triangular 
tripod with Helena Demczuk and Peter Reid. 

16 December 2016 – Copper price: $5,735.11 USD/t
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Copper Plate II
20 cm x 13 cm
Cuivre (Copper)

I’m working at my regular Wednesday volunteer 
session in the Galley Museum in Queenstown, 
Tasmania. I can see the morning sun shining on 
Driffield Street in the reflections off the polished 
copper surface. The street was named after the 
engineer Mr E Carus Driffield who was employed 
by the Mt Lyell Mining and Railway Company in 
1895 to speed up progress on the important rail 
link to Strahan on the coast. 

I met his grand-daughter, Rebecca Driffield 
Lequesne née Walker in Melbourne in the early 
seventies when she was studying Graphic Design 
at Swinburne Institute and then again in Paris after 
she had gone to live there and work as an artist in 
1986. Rebecca was a printmaker who showed with 
the innovative Pinacotheca Gallery in Melbourne 
but now essentially works as a portrait painter out 
of her studio near the Gare du Lyon. 

I went to Paris to research copper etching at 
the famous Atelier Lacourière et Frélaut in 
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Montmartre. My first sojourn to the studio was 
in the Northern winter of 1992/93 and it was a 
profound experience which changed my life.  
I continued visiting France, for periods varying 
from three to ten months to develop my etchings 
at the Atelier until 2006. I particularly remember 
establishing my connections to the Weber Metaux 
on the Rue de Turenne where I purchased sheets 
of special polished copper to carry back to the 
Atelier via the Metro underground.

Copper, because of its unique properties, has 
provided the most suitable matrix for developing 
printed images through the intaglio process over a 
number of centuries. Zinc and steel, however, also 
provide excellent metal plates and new polymer 
substrates have made inroads into the process of 
plate making.

In the summer of 2011 I carried Copper Plate II 
along with a number of other plates up on to the 
Mt Lyell ridge near Queenstown. Chris Binks, the 
noted Tasmanian author, characterises Mount Lyell 
in the following terms: I always think of Lyell as a tough, 
defiant little mountain. It is overlooked by its higher neighbours, 
deeply scarred by the open cuts and denuded by fires, but its 
crags stand proudly. I’d prepared the plates for drawing 
images of that particular landscape and needed to 

take care in carrying of them across the rocky terrain. 
I settled into a grassy matted ledge above the valley 
on a sunny afternoon and started ‘needling’ the 
image onto the etching ground. It’s important to 
take into account the pressure in drawing and not 
press too hard. One does not want to scratch the 
plate itself, just remove the waxy bitumen ground. I 
could see through a foreground ‘screen’ of Blandfordia 
punicea (also called Christmas Bells because of the 
bright red colour and bell-like shape of the flowers) 
to a prominent ridge line in the South West near the 
historic big open cut called the Iron Blow. Further to 
the south across the valley and in a reciprocal action 
to the comments in my Copper Plate I story, my 
gaze took in the Mount Owen summit.

I was looking at a radically transformed landscape 
which had been subject to almost a century of 
mining impacts, including deforestation, blasting 
and chemical attack. I looked at it through the 
screen of little bright red flowering plants.

22 December 2016 – Copper Price: $5,485.54 USD/t
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Copper Plate III
20 cm x 20 cm

Gravity/Antigravity
 
We leave the vehicle at Cemetery Creek on the 
Lyell Highway and strike out across the small 
reedy plain to the north before rounding the big 
conglomerate boulder and starting the climb in 
earnest. The gradient is extreme and when carrying 
a rucksack one’s progress becomes slow, making 
sure of footfall and balance. Helena and the pups 
were with me. We set up our tent adjacent to a 
beautiful little creek and had some lunch. Helena 
did some drawing while the four whippets dozed 
and alternatively caught flies in the grass around us.

I found a little ledge of rock in the shade and began 
work on Copper Plate III. The view depicted 
became foreshortened as I picked out the profiling 
layers of landscape with my etching needle point 
down through the Linda Valley. The lower slopes 
of Mount Owen rose to ‘block in’ the image 
and ‘pushed back’ any possible imaginative flight 
into the far distance. The effect was not unlike 
the framing and pictorial compression that takes 
hold when using a camera and long lens. The 
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foreground detail of Blandfordia again screened 
a tumbling terrain of tilted sandstone boulders, 
glacial erratics* and juvenile celery top pine trees. 
Horizontal banding through those lower slopes of 
Owen indicated historic tramway and water race 
construction feeding the early development of 
the Iron Blow mine and the nearby Gormanston 
township during the late nineteenth century. These 
man-made traces contrast in their geometric 
patterns with the more subtle and random 
organisation of natural formations driven by 
geological and glacial processes. Michael Sharland 
published a small volume titled Oddity and Elegance 
in 1966. In his introduction he states: The roots of 
Tasmanian families penetrate deep into the soil of history.  
In a chapter eccentrically titled ‘Names and Nudity’ 
Sharland talks about the scarred, treeless valley.

The pictured valley has a U-shaped profile which 
is a function of glacial activity around 25,000 years 
ago. My drawing on the copper encapsulates a view 
which is perpendicular to the glacial axis. The ice 
‘mass’ at the time was a subsidiary of a much larger 
ice sheet driving down from the mountain heights 
into what is now the King River Valley. Unusually 
the larger glacier calved or pushed its ‘icy’ tributary 
up into the valley. Indigenous people were living 
in the deeper valleys away from the ice at this time. 

Kutikina Cave, for example, on the Franklin River 
has important archaeological deposits relating 
to human occupation in the Pleistocene** with 
evidence of wallaby hunting. 

At the time the landscape was a mixture of ice 
and open tundra. In fact it was the most southerly 
human occupation during the last ice age.

Charles Gould’s encounter with the Linda Valley is 
noted by Blainey in his ‘Peaks of Lyell’: 

Dense scrub drove him south a mile and he entered the valley 
known today as the Linda and looked west to the low mountain 
ridge, to be scarred and honeycombed in time with tunnels, 
shafts and open cuts, mining copper on a two mile front. It was 
February 1862.

30 December 2016 – Copper Price: $5,513.98 USD/t

*A glacial erratic is a piece of rock that differs in 
size and type of rock native to the area in which it 
rests. Erratics take their name from the Latin word 
errare, and are carried by glacial ice, often over 
distances of hundreds of kilometres

** The Pleistocene Epoch is typically defined as the 
time period on Earth that began about 1.8 million 
years ago and lasted until about 11,700 years ago.
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Copper Plate IV
12 cm x 12 cm

Render/Cause to become

As a verb, to render encompasses ideas of giving, 
providing, supplying, furnishing, contributing, 
offering, extending, proffering. To render in 
artistic production is poetically in keeping with 
many of these concepts, particularly the generous-
sounding offering, but it specifically applies to a 
type of image synthesis i.e. the ‘build up’ of lines 
to establish patterns and shapes on a substrate. 
Generally the substrate is paper or canvas, but in 
the case of Copper Plate IV it’s 0.9mm or 18 gauge 
copper sheet.

The copper sheet has to be prepared in various 
ways to enable the rendering act to proceed. 
Historically this has meant laying an acid resistant 
‘waxy’ layer or ‘ground’ across the metal surface 
before working with various tools (points) into 
the ground to establish the image. Some artists 
take into account the fact that the printing action 
reverses the drawn image. I don’t! I’m intrigued 
with the idea that the image I create through the 
copper etching process emerges from this reversing 
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principle and in effect becomes a ‘map’ or symbol 
of a unique and imaginary world.

I’ve already used the word substrate and it derives 
from the Latin sub-stratum meaning ‘the level 
below’. This emphasis on ‘level below’ also 
connects with the term intaglio which has evolved 
to cover this process of working into grounds on 
metal sheet. It’s derived from intagliare which 
means to engrave or cut from the Medieval 
Latin intaliare. There is synchronicity with the 
subterranean world below our feet as miners blast, 
cut and drive into sulphite rock and the lens of  
the ore body.

The Render/Cause to become plate evolves through 
drawing and etching into a low relief copper 
matrix. Copper Plate IV evolved into a little metal 
artefact/object whose top surface encapsulated 
delicate lines and textural elements created to 
capture ink. A type of virtual landscape echoing 
the larger meta geological landscape. Render/Cause to 
become also represents a type of anthem or certainly 
phrase that has application as a broader poetic 
metaphor for living one’s life. On the shelf behind 
me at the Galley Museum office there are shelves 
of recently acquired books. They once belonged to 
the late Peter Reid and upon his death they were 

donated by his estate to the Galley Museum.  
It’s possible to assemble a collage of Peter’s 
interests and their focus on Tasmania from the 
assembled volumes. 

In a glance I can see the Australian Conservation 
Foundation’s 1978 groundbreaking The South West 
Book, Nic Haygarth’s Baron Bischoff, Frank Hurley’s 
Tasmania – A Camera Study, Richard Davey’s The  
Sarah Island Conspiracies and Dan Sprod’s Van Diemen’s 
Land Revealed amongst many others. Peter’s life 
unfolds in the poetry of titling and book graphics – 
is ‘rendered/caused to become’ through  
these artefacts.

4 January 2017 – Copper Price: $5,643.83 USD/t
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Copper Plate V
20 cm x 25 cm

Made Human

This plate, like all the others in this publication, 
is a fragment of a larger panoramic image titled 
Elsewhere World. There are ninety plates in total 
that make up the complete image which depicts 
the environment of a rocky ridge on Tasmania’s 
West Coast. I’m perched on a ridge high on the 
shoulder of Mt Lyell as I survey the scene, working 
on the plate directly and make photographs for 
subsequent reference in my studio. The extensive 
mine site tumbles across the range to the west 
and to the right of the panoramic flow of etched 
lines in the complete work. The environmental 
consequences  of over a century of continuous 
‘above ground’ and subterranean mining in this 
valley were so extensive that most of the present 
character of the landform and vegetation flowing 
from my feet to the horizon could be said to be a 
function of human invention in this remote and 
wild place. i.e. a cultural landscape! The earlier 
modification at this scale was the last glacial age  
at 25,000 years.
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Copper Plate V

Situated at the centre of the panorama and within 
the foreground precinct is a small rocky cairn. It 
is a registration point for me that was constructed 
easily from nearby stones. The word cairn derives 
from the Gaelic language word Càrn and has 
through human time meant many things. Way 
markers, burial sites, memorial sites, astronomical 
register points, tops of mountains, food sources etc.  
have all been marked by cairns of various sizes.  
A most interesting aspect of the cairn story is their 
potential for anthropomorphisation:

‘Although the practice is not common in English, 
cairns are sometimes referred to by their 
anthropomorphic qualities. In German and 
Dutch, a cairn is known as steinmann and steenman 
respectively, meaning literally “stone man”. A form 
of the Inuit inuksuk is also meant to represent a 
human figure, and is called an inunguak (“imitation 
of a person”). In Italy, especially the Italian Alps,  
a cairn is an ometto, or a “small man”’.*

The small cairn in Copper Plate V functions for 
me across the range of these modes. I see it as a 
point of reference in the actual space that then 
doubles into a signifying presence in the artwork. 
Greg Lehman, writer, academic and a descendant 
of the trawulwuy people of North East Tasmania, 

was telling me that archeologists have found 
artefacts at elevations in Western Tasmanian 
mountains that are above historic glaciation 
thresholds indicating a culture existing across a 
large expanse of time and through extreme conditions. 

In making my work about the rocky terraces on 
Mount Lyell I was initially concerned with legacy 
issues of 19th century mining but following Greg’s 
comments I have come to view the now very 
familiar flinty, tumbled terrain as emblematic of  
a lived environment while increasingly seeing it  
as a symbol of the post-human world. 

The arrangement of quartz rocks into the small 
cairn therefore takes on a multitude of meanings  
in this remote location. They signify a human 
presence across time and exist as a symbol for all 
things human in a post-human world. 

18 January 2017 – Copper Price: $5,797.06 USD/t

* From Wikipedia: en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cairn
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Copper Plate VI
22 cm x 20 cm

Plutonic nature

Charles Whitham’s Western Tasmania – A Land of 
Riches & Beauty is an important publication that 
provides an insightful study of the region during 
the early 20th century. As such it becomes a ‘time 
capsule’ of facts and figures and fortunately it 
also carries some poetic weight. In discussing the 
region’s geology, Whitham refers to igneous rocks 
as ‘Plutonic’ in nature, from Pluto, the lord of the 
regions under the earth:

Plutonic, i.e. igneous, rocks can be compared and contrasted to 
Sedimentary rocks which are strata that have derived from the 
wastage of older rocks, laid down as sediments in seas or lakes, 
pressed  together and consolidated by some cementing material 
and then raised above the surface of the water. Sandstones and 
Conglomerates are familiar examples of sedimentary rocks.

Copper Plate VI describes a view of the 
complicated geology of the southern slopes of 
Mt Lyell with predominately tilted sandstone 
in dark shadow across the middle ground of the 
scene and an isolated sandstone boulder massing 
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in the middle foreground. The shoulder of a big 
conglomerate glacial erratic pushes into the visual 
frame from the lower left. 

On research trips to this ‘hanging valley’ of 
sandstone and conglomerate ground, we generally 
set up camp in the lee of the central rock. It must 
be about six metres high and can shelter our 
tent from the strong westerly that prevails on a 
regular basis on the 750 metre contour. There is 
an extensive conglomerate rock shelf, or type of 
balcony, adjacent to the tent site where we can 
conduct cooking, reading or drawing activities. 
A small clear tannin stream continuously flows 
around and below the shelf and provides a constant 
and pure source of water. Apart from the very 
occasional appearance of large birds of prey there 
is little sign of other fauna. Over a century the 
surrounding terrain had been heavily modified 
by timber cutters for mining and the top soil and 
humus beds have disappeared but plants are slowly 
trying to recolonise the rocky terrain. 

My thoughts are caught up in a small volume in my 
library. It’s titled The Necessity of Art by Ernst Fischer 
and was first published in 1959. In a chapter titled 
‘Art and Capitalism’, Fischer writes about some 
Ernest Hemingway stories collected together under 
the title, In our Time: 

In short paragraphs between the stories, catastrophic events 
of our age are hinted at – war, murder, torture, blood, fear, 
cruelty, all things modern obscurantists try to dismiss under the 
heading of the senselessness of ‘history’…. One of the stories, a 
poetically memorable one, describes Nick putting up his tent, 
alone at night.

He had made his camp. He was settled. Nothing could touch 
him. It was a good place to camp. He was there, in a good place. 
He was in his home where he had made it. It was quite dark 
outside. It was lighter in the tent.

25 January 2017 – Copper Price: $5,775.01 USD/t
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Copper Plate VII
20 cm x 22 cm

Prospect and Refuge

Copper Plate VII, amongst others, is drawn from 
a range of thoughts and feelings I have held in 
regard to ‘my’ experience of landscape. Approaching 
seventy years of age has brought a sense of prospect 
in terms of my place and experience in the world, 
a sense of overview of what has happened to me 
on this earth. This has occurred, in a general sense, 
with the people I have been connected to both in 
intimate, professional and casual ways and also more 
particularly, in my art practise i.e. how it has changed 
over time. 

In 1991, I participated in a seminar titled Common 
Ground and was introduced to the English 
Geographer Jay Appleton. He had written a seminal 
book titled The Experience of Landscape. In this book 
he argued that ‘most people have an “inborn desire” for 
environments that provide the capacity to observe ( prospect) 
without being seen (refuge)’. He attributed this urge to 
early human development in the savannah lands of 
Africa, where hunter-gatherers had a wide field of 
view across the grasslands as well as places to hide 
from danger. 
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For the moment I’m where I want to be, both 
within ‘a landscape’ and within ‘a family’. I 
feel secure from my ‘vantage point’ on a hill in 
Queenstown but the deaths of people that have 
been important to me, the late Geoff Parr, Peter 
Reid and Brett Martin amongst others, are ‘up 
front’ challenges to that sense of security and 
stability with chaotic political revolutions across 
the world creating underlying disquiet for me as  
a back story. 

Copper Plate VII, along with the other eighty 
nine plates, has been in development for about 
six years and in their reference to scarred and 
battered country attempt to portray another 
form of prospect and refuge. Historic, degrading 
mining activity and encroaching climate change 
are environmental demons bookending the 
destruction of a rich and complicated ecosystem on 
a local mountain. The process of finding a suitable 
‘state of grace’ within such forces, searching for 
an optimistic projection and articulating that 
mechanism, that balance between prospect and 
refuge, is the role of art within my life. 

Copper Plate VII features a view down across 
a small segment of sedge-land made up of 
conglomerate rock platforms, boulders, grasses 

and the distinctive Christmas Bell flowers. A large, 
desiccated Christmas Bell plant structure screens 
the front right of plate view.

4 February 2017 – Copper Price: $6,746.14 USD/t
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Copper Plate VIII
12 cm x 12 cm

Spiteful Hail

A small plate depicting the view across the 
Linda Valley between the tilted sandstone 
in the shadowed foreground and the eroded 
conglomerates of the Mt Owen summit block with 
heavy rain moving through. The reference is to the 
Japanese artist Hokusai but the reality in front of 
me are the crenellated battlements hovering over 
the ferrous sandstone beds of the heavily eroded 
southern wall of the glacial valley testifying to the 
region’s high rainfall. Once the primeval forest was 
cleared in the late 19th century the high annual 
rainfall quickly washed away the ancient topsoil 
and the topography was transformed forever. 

The poet Marie Pitt lived, with her miner husband, 
several valleys away to the west on the slopes of 
Mt Hamilton during this period of environmental 
change. In her poem, A West Coast Silhouette, she gives 
dramatic effect to the impact of the weather on  
her life.
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 ... And a black Sou’wester screaming without,
 Hard through the “horizontal” scrub,
 Like the sibilant hissing of snakes,
 Beating the bole and blighting the leaf,
 While the pine hut rocked like a ship at sea,
 And the wall-plates plucked at the ten-inch spikes,
 Bedded deep in the myrtle logs –
 O it comes back like a song to my brain:
 I hear the thresh of the spiteful hail,
 And I feel the lift of the wind beneath,
 The forward heave and the lightning lurch
 And the shuddering gasp like a living thing,
 As we crouched in the heel of the tempest’s grip
 High on the shoulder of Hamilton!

One hundred and ten years later, standing on the 
hillside above the Linda after one of those storm 
fronts has been through, there is water running 
everywhere. 

It’s tickling in small rivulets between my feet.
It’s running in sheets across the rock beside me.
It’s tumbling through crevices in the flaxy sedge on the plain 
stretching away down hill.
It’s dropping over stony lips into dark recesses over to my right.
It’s falling in great white plumes through the gorge below.
It’s moving far below as a river to the lake .

… and the sound of it all makes for a ‘fluvial’ symphony

8 February 2017 – Copper Price: $6,422 USD/t
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Copper Plate IX
12.5 cm x 7.5 cm

Ridgeline/Boundary line

The smallest plate in the ensemble of ninety plates 
that make up the Elsewhere World panorama presents 
an elemental view and in doing so encapsulates, 
by way of contrast, an enormous space. The solid 
rocky ridge and the rising, cloudy mists are binary 
in their contrasting nature. The ridge-line defines 
the boundary between the two states of relatively 
static, compressed conglomerate rock and the more 
dynamic atmosphere of condensing air.

Climbing that ridge from the Karlson Gap on the 
Lyell Highway is a strenuous but not dangerous 
task. Walking that pictured line is to orientate/
immerse oneself within the dynamic of hard and 
soft environments described above. The views 
in the ascent of the ridge are a mixture of the 
immediate, tumbled ground around one’s feet and 
a foreshortened potential route rising to a rocky 
summit. The views in the descent involve the 
same careful negotiation of ground but draw in 
vast panoramic prospects of sky, distant sea and far 
off mountains. Walking the ridge-line therefore 
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becomes a kaleidoscopic experience exaggerated by 
the stresses of physical exertion and weather effects. 
The last attempt was in warm summery rain while 
the first climb was on a hot, still day. Another 
recent attempt was in a very strong north-westerly 
wind as a harbinger of a westerly change. 
One of Tasmania’s best young painters, Eloise Kirk, 
was with Helena and I as we climbed up the newly 
established pole-line with the wind continually 
buffeting our small group. Jack, the third pup was 
cowering and weaving to escape the wind pressure.

On another winter’s day a visiting artist had set off 
up the ridge on a lone outing. Bridget was a very 
experienced climber and I didn’t think there would 
be any problems with her attempt at the ridge-
line to the Owen summit. The daylight would go 
quickly in the late afternoon but Bridget was fit 
and should have been back in reasonable time. But 
she wasn’t.

A phone call from her mid afternoon became a cry 
for help. She was lost and disorientated. Helena 
and I rushed up to the start of the track. We had  
to find her before the rapidly approaching darkness. 
The vehicle access road to the Owen summit 
offered the quickest ascent route and, hearts 
pounding, we eventually found a sight-line across 

the valley to the ridge she would have taken. It 
stood out in jagged profile against the brooding, 
cloudy sky. And there she was. 

With the help of her phone communication we 
could see her on a small conical hill in the deep 
valley below the summit ridge. Somehow she had 
drifted off that precise, crenellated ridge, that 
transport between rock and air, and down into a 
complicated scrubby series of cliffs to the east. 
Bridget’s experiences of the ridge-line were framed 
and amplified by the realities of solid and vaporous 
ground and of the known and the unknown. A walk 
between and across boundaries.

15 February 2017 – Copper Price: $6,2040 USD/t
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Copper Plate X
12.5 cm x 19.5 cm
The Celestial Dome

The high cirrus cloud or ‘mares tails’ signals the 
change. I’m walking to Malcolm’s funeral and 
looking up at the sky filling up with the strands of 
wispy cloud. A celestial intervention and send-off 
for a gentleman. The warm front will arrive this 
evening with its accompanying wind and rain and 
clean everything, wash it all down. Cloud Atlas has 
become an established term to describe a catalogue 
of cloud forms and the format emerged in the late 
eighteenth century. I visited the British Museum in 
May 2017 to view the works of Alexander Cozens, 
an artist who worked in print and painting. The 
keeper of prints showed me a bound volume of 
cloud images that were delicately picked out by 
Cozens using needling into copper plate. As well 
as registering cloud forms he was attempting to 
illustrate the method of depiction through the 
artistic method of line engraving. Copper Plate X 
is an etched line depiction of a small segment of 
that arching domain above the rocks below. 

22 February 2017 – Copper Price: $5,864.30 USD/t
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Copper Plate XI
29.5 cm x 20 cm

Tallus, Scree and Colluvial Deposits

This plate depicts a section of conglomerate 
rock which has been eroded and weathered over 
centuries – one could say millennia. In this sense  
it’s a drawing about ‘time’; the time it takes for 
pebbles, or clasts as they are called, to be ground 
into round pebbles on a beach or a river, and then 
the time for that assemblage of tumbled rocky 
material to be ‘glued’ together in a matrix of sand, 
mud and chemical elements under pressure and  
over millions of years.

I’ve been gifting various stages or states of the 
prints from Copper Plate XI to the geologist Keith 
Corbett. I have the 1:25,000 Geological Series for 
Queenstown open on the table beside me and Keith 
was responsible for its data or more precisely, ‘The 
Geology’. He devoted fifty years of his life to achieve 
this task. The map is a colourful kaleidoscope of 
patterns and notation. The index carries names like 
Quaternary, Tertiary, Jurassic, Devonian, Silurian 
and the great swathes of time and effect that these 
various ages represent are charted onto the sheet 
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of paper by Keith and his cohort. Most of the 
information is hard won through years of field 
study and exploration across the West Coast Range. 
The principal interest for Keith in the area covered 
by the map is, of course, the Mount Read Volcanics 
and they are represented by an amorphous orange 
band. From the map I can see the ‘volcanics’ 
running at right angles to the East/West glacial 
Linda Valley and parallel to the valley of the  
Queen River.

Keith has said this about the Mt Lyell terrain:  
The coarser, bouldery outcrops were emplaced by huge floods, 
surging across the great alluvial fans from the mountains of 
Precambrian quartzite to the east, in the Frenchmans Cap area. 
Quieter flowing rivers deposited the sandstone units. There 
was a lake at one time, represented by a layer of siltstone and 
mudstone – this unit outcrops on the eastern flank of your 
Elsewhere Valley, and also up under some cliffs on Mt Owen. 
It’s a powerful geology, in a powerful landscape.

It is a complex belt, due to folding, faulting and 
a range of tectonic events, which has become a 
profitable copper-silver and gold mining region. 

1 March 2017 – Copper Price: $6,040.67 USD/t
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Copper Plate XII
12.5 cm X 20 cm

Storm (Sturmaz/Noise and Tumult)

There is a J.M.W.Turner painting that has been 
part of my collective art memory since seeing it as a 
reproduction in a History of Art book as a teenager. 
I’ve subsequently viewed the real thing a number 
of times in the Core Gallery rooms of Tate Britain. 
The painting depicts the struggle of Hannibal’s 
army to cross the Maritime Alps between current 
day France and Italy in 218 BC and, quoting 
Wikipedia, a curving black storm cloud dominates 
the sky ...

The arc of ‘troubling’, dark matter descending 
from the heavens is the dynamic motif from 
Turner that I’ve employed in Copper Plate XII. 
I’ve also seen something like that form above the 
Queenstown mountains, rolling in from the west 
on an approaching storm front. One can identify 
with Turner in his depiction of the power of nature 
relative to the struggles of ‘man’. Turner is a ground 
breaking artist who ‘fashions’ an artistic vision out 
of the romantic movement in Europe in the late 
17th century and refines it into a phenomenological 
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concept of sensation before nature. It’s a type of 
conjuring. The famous story about Turner is that 
he asked to be strapped to a mast of a sailing ship 
when it encountered a storm so that he could 
translate the ‘sensations’ of that encounter into  
his paintings.

Rendering a storm in copper is an exercise in laying 
down lines of sufficient density or frequency as to 
build a textural matt or grain in the copper surface. 
The relief surface created will then hold sufficient 
black ink to print a forceful impression in paper.

8 March 2017 – Copper Price: $5855.50 USD/t
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Copper Plate XIII
 10 cm x 12 cm

Brett is dying

It’s easy to look to the heavens and see an 
expression of the spirit. The early morning sky, in 
particular, is redolent with infinite and glowing 
imaginary prospects. This morning was no 
different, with delicate silken lines of grey/blue 
cloud framing a large transcendent yellow mass to 
the north behind Mount Lyell. Little copper plate 
XIII depicts a shadowy ridge-line below a swirling, 
rising column of cloud.

Helena and I were just coming out of the hills with 
the pups and I said to her, ‘There’s Brett!’. The 
sense of him in the sky and centred within that 
intense Naples yellow cloud mass was profound. 
I’d had a phone call from him the evening before 
and he sounded very weak. The liver cancer has 
advanced to the stage where it has impacted on his 
bile duct. The doctors have given up on procedures 
to stent the duct to keep it functioning and now  
he has to be ‘evacuated’ to Queensland as quickly 
as possible.

23 March 2017 – Copper Price: $5,790.00 USD/t
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Copper Plate XIV
20 cm x 22 cm

Nest

The copper plate is on the desk beside me. The 
surface is a mixture of delicate etched lines 
depicting a sedge-land area of Blanfordia, on the 
slopes of Mount Lyell, colonising the verge of a big 
conglomerate terrace of rock. The visual effect is 
not unlike that of a nest of organic material and 
hence projects a safe nurturing space. The surface  
of the plate is polished, ‘warm’ copper and reflects 
the bars of neon tubes in the ceiling above. There  
is also a gentle light coming in through a window 
near the desk reflecting the pale grey day outside. 
It’s a miraculous little object with a particular  
aura given the journey from its origins in rock  
and geological events. 

A few kilometres away the gentle rain also falls 
on the yellow sulphide deposits of the Mount 
Read Volcanics. The two millimetre thick copper 
plate’s journey is a function of a dramatic process 
occurring over great swathes of time within the 
heavily mineralised zone of the Mount Read 
Volcanics. As described to me recently, the process 
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Sheet copper is forged from ingots of the pure 
copper. My etching plates are generally of European 
manufacture, 1.2 mm gauge and labelled finest quality 
polished copper.

29 March – Copper price: US$5,849.08 USD/t

goes something like this: Super heated rocks 
‘boil’ up to the surface through faulted vents and 
mineralisation both flows through and is also an 
outcome of this dynamic system. Copper ore is a 
component of this flux, particularly associated with 
beds of the mineral pyrite, or iron pyrite which is 
an iron sulphide with the chemical formula FeS2. 
It forms at high and low temperatures and occurs 
in igneous, metaphoric and sedimentary rocks 
worldwide. The name pyrite is after the Greek pyr 
meaning fire. The resultant concentration of copper 
in ores averages only 0.6%, and most commercial 
ores are sulphides, especially chalcopyrite (Cu FeS2)
and to a lesser extent chalcocite (Cu2S). 

These minerals are concentrated from crushed ores 
to the level of 10-15% copper by froth flotation or 
bio-leaching. Heating this material with silica in 
smelting removes much of the iron as slag. The 
resulting copper matte, consisting of Cu2S is roasted 
to convert all sulphides into oxides and then the 
cuprous oxide is converted to blister copper upon 
heating. Blister copper is an intermediate product  
in the copper refining process, containing about 99% 
copper. An electrolytic process, in turn, completes 
the process of refining, producing pure copper.
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Copper Plate XV
20 cm x 15 cm

The Logic of the visible

Odilon Redon was a French symbolist painter, 
printmaker, draughtsman and pastellist. He has 
been quoted as saying that he wanted to place the 
logic of the visible at the service of the invisible.
As I type this quote an interview session 
commences on Radio National’s Books & Arts 
program on the radio in my office here at the 
Galley Museum. Michael Cathcart, the presenter,  
is talking to Janelle McCulloch about Joan 
Lindsay’s novel Picnic at Hanging Rock. Published  
over 50 years ago the novel tells the story of a 
group of well-to-do schoolgirls who mysteriously 
disappear during a picnic to a rock formation  
north west of Melbourne.

There is an idea that the novel’s premise was based 
on Joan Lindsay’s own experiences of the Hanging 
Rock area as a child, in which she said she had a 
mystical/transcendental experience within that 
particular landscape i.e. a disappearance into a 
parallel time experience within the rock.
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The visible and the invisible landscape is a powerful 
binary within the discussion/production of art 
about the world around us, particularly when 
thinking about indigenous art. A large proportion 
of Aboriginal art is based on stories and symbols 
centred on a concept of Dreamtime – the period 
in which indigenous people believe the world 
was created. Landscape form and the geological 
landscape combine into a palimpsest of story and 
myth. The invisible becoming the visible and vice 
versa through the creation of paintings and prints.

Copper Plate XV is a complex matrix of etched 
lines depicting tree stump, conglomerate rock, 
Blandfordia sedge within a space that defines objects 
in relation to each other and also as part of a surface 
mosaic. The information seems to float and pool 
across the golden copper surface, reminding me 
of the Redon painting Arbres sur un fond juane. Of 
the whole series, I feel this plate comes closest to 
conjuring a type of metaphysical space.

5 April 2017 – Copper Price: $5816 USD/t
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Copper Plate XVI
20 cm x 15 cm

Blandfordia punicea

The Blandfordia flower in late spring/early summer 
on the understory of rocky slopes from sea level 
to subalpine in the south, north-west and west of 
Tasmania. The subject of this plate is a small collection 
of these plants in a gully on the Eastern bluffs of Mount 
Lyell. The petals are obviously bell shaped and the 
most beautiful red, with touches of yellow near the bell 
apex. Miners would walk the hills, in season, to collect 
flowers for their wives to decorate their cottages.

On Boxing Day we climbed Mount Owen from the 
Blowhard Gap. Tim Chatwin, Helena and the valiant 
pups made up the party. It was warm but a cool breeze 
was occasionally at play on the ridges. Ascending the 
rocky track required concentration and careful footfall. 
The pups were ranging around the route, either ahead 
picking the best path or following on my heels in a 
‘cruise mode’. My head was spinning at times from the 
physical effort, with blood pulsing into my temples, 
but there they were, the vivid red Christmas Bells, 
anchoring my vision and orientation. 

27 April 2017 – Copper Price: $5,611 USD/t
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Copper Plate XVII
20 cm x 15 cm

Skyline

Again the contrast between hard rock and ‘soft’ sky 
as in the plate IX story. Just a glimpse of rock and a 
much bigger sweep of ‘troubled’ sky this time.

I’m reminded of the painting by 19th century 
German landscape painter, Caspar David Friedrich, 
Wanderer Above the Sea of Fog, which is also known as 
Wanderer Above the Mist. In this beautiful painting 
from the early 19th century a military figure looks 
out into a mountain landscape space of rock and 
cloud. Crucially, he has his back to the viewer of 
the picture. It’s a remarkable pictorial device that 
encourages a type of doubling of the viewer into 
the picture and into the psychology of the scene. 
It’s believed to be a homage or memorial to one  
of Freidrich’s friends. 

The composition essentially comprises three 
elements. The horizontal rocky platform at the 
base of the portrait format is connected to the 
cloud/sky in the top half by the vertical dynamic of 
the contemplative human figure. The key concept 
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for me here is that his body ‘bridges’ the substantial 
‘terra firma’ and the vaporous heavens i.e. forms 
a transcendent arc between the solid ground and 
contrasting air and insinuates a trajectory from  
the present into the future and from certainty into  
the unknown.

Other interpretations, in fact, present this 
wanderer as a metaphor for the unknown future 
or as a signifier of the contradictory concepts of 
mastery over landscape and the insignificance of 
the individual within it.

My Elsewhere World panorama incorporates Copper 
Plate XVII, situating it within the middle panels 
and central to the visual field. The Axis Mundi, 
the cosmic axis, the world axis between earth and 
sky is perpendicular to the sweeping horizontal 
panorama and in a sense folds the sentiment of 
the human into the geometry of the landscape in 
keeping with the Friedrich image.

3 May 2017 – Copper Price: $5,688 USD/t 
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Copper Plate XVIII
8 cm x 20 cm

Expressive Nature

Ian Parry called in to the studio yesterday. He’s a 
long established painter who lives on Bruny Island. 
He’s also worked as a fisherman. He told me he 
was on a quest to find the ‘Western Ocean’ but en 
route to that encounter, and in a generous gesture, 
he delivered new canvases to me from Hobart. 
I hadn’t seen Ian for some time, possibly not since 
his exhibition opening at Coleville Gallery in 
Hobart, so it was good to be face to face. Both of us 
have early experiences of art schools in Melbourne 
and making prints.

Our conversation circled around our experiences 
of art schools, studios, sailing, landscape, painting 
and Scotland. He told me his partner came from 
Oban in Scotland and, in an associative moment, 
I thought of the remarkable John Schueler. He 
was an American painter known for his large 
scale, abstract compositions which evoke Nature. 
I thought of Schueler because he lived out his life 
on the west coast of Scotland just north of Oban 
on the Sound of Sleat. His paintings attempt to 
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find a visual equivalent to what one might describe 
as ‘weather’, both in a meteorological as well as 
emotional sense. I had also thought of Schueler 
because I felt Ian’s own paintings had a strong  
connection to the ‘painting weather’ project.

10 May 2017 – Copper price: $5,519.93 USD/t
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Copper Plate XIX
12 cm x 15 cm

Stump Icon

Barbara Novak’s remarkable book Nature and 
Culture: American Landscape and  Painting. 1825 – 1875, 
deals with an expansionist USA. The movement 
of the colonisers west into indigenous and natural 
country is established through geometric markers 
such as railway lines and the ubiquitous tree stump. 
Quasi religious crusades encapsulated in phrases 
such as ‘manifest destiny’ background the drive and 
pressure to move West.

A single tree stump operates visually on a 
number of levels. It signifies absence, an action, 
consequence, utility, industry and loss. An array of 
tree stumps multiplies these variants into a larger 
scale and into greater effect and greater power. 
I’ve just read Annie Proulx’s novel Barkskins which 
is a tale of the destruction of North America’s 
great forests and the scale of destruction over 
generations by toiling immigrant labour. In 
Proulx’s own words, ‘The American Revolution 
began in the forests. Here is another example of 
the encapsulating of the detail of environmental 
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destruction within the meta narrative. The axeman 
felling the single tree and the deforestation of great 
swathes of country.’

The hills of Queenstown are a palimpsest of 
absence, consequence and certainly loss. Copper 
Plate XIX depicts something of that churned over 
landscape. The trees, certainly at higher parts of 
the West Coast Range were generally King Billy 
pine and it’s testament to that remarkable timber 
that stumps and still standing trunks, possibly dead 
for over a century are still extant, still standing.

24 May 2017 – Copper Price: $5,676.90 USD/t
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Copper Plate XX
20 cm x 20 cm

Alpine conifers

King Billy pine remnants are like bones across 
the rocky surface. They fold into the landscape as 
bones of animals continually tumble into sedge and 
field. In the slow violence of their disintegration 
they present both delicate and intricate forms for 
development into etched lines on the copper plate. 
A type of animation or, in fact, transubstantiation. 
The morphing of one form into another as 
in the Christian ceremony of bread and wine 
representing the body of Christ.

A Tasmanian Parks and Wildlife article has the 
King Billy defined so: ‘Athrotaxis selaginoides is a species 
of Athrotaxis, endemic to Tasmania where it grows at 400 – 
1,120 metres in altitude. One tree-ring chronology collected at 
Cradle Mountain is 777 years long ... One third of the State’s 
King Billy pines have been eliminated by fire’. 

Climate change is having a profound effect on 
the King Billy pine habitat with global warming 
increasing the occurrence of large electrical 
storms and subsequent wildfire. Containing and 
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controlling such big fire impacts in wilderness 
areas is increasingly difficult.

One of the fascinating aspects of this remarkable 
tree is the intermittent seed dispersal regime. Male 
and female cones develop on separate branches, at 
the tips of the stems. Large quantities of cones are 
produced during ‘mast’ years, typically every 5 or 
6 years, with much less fruiting in other years. UK 
scientists from the Millennium Seed Bank at Kew, 
chaperoned by one of my Hobart friends, called 
in recently to my studio. The King Billy pines 
were shedding seed after quite some time and they 
wanted some. Quite a crusade!

On that Boxing Day climb we could observe the 
dead forest glinting in the bright sun on the slopes 
to the north. It was a ghost forest of King Billy 
pine, inanimate for over a hundred years after 
a late 19th century onslaught of fire and timber 
cutting. The wood of those trees so perfect in  
its composition as to resist decay and dissolution 
into the earth through the subsequent century.  
The silver sentinels, to use a poetic phrase  
from earlier times, standing watch over a 
transformed landscape. 

17 July 2017 – Copper Price: $5,857.90 USD/t
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I am finishing with an image. Helena Demczuk has 
taken the photograph of myself and our pups on 
a high ridge above the Linda and King Valleys on 
our January 2015 summer camp. The image gathers 
together in one ‘take’ many of the visual concepts 
or possibly subjects which I have referred to in 
the preceding chapters. From the glacial landscape 
with U shaped valleys and ice-carved mountains 
such as the distant Frenchmans Cap on the horizon 
left, to the Hydro-Electric scheme with its large 
impoundment, Lake Burbury and associated road 
construction below. In the photograph I’m looking 
down at the Crotty Road site where I was arrested 
during the Franklin Dam campaign in the early 
1980s. On that occasion I was transferred to the 
Queenstown Police Station with others following 
the action. The event was a defining moment for 
me in that it set ‘the scene’ for the outcome of 
living out my life in the West Coast town.

On the distant right horizon the summit ridge of 
Mount Owen is clear against the uncharacteristic 
clear sky. In the immediate foreground the 
complicated block of conglomerate rock ‘tilts’ 
towards the valley floor below. 

I’m moving down, riding that rock. I’m travelling 
in geological time, moving with gravity, and riding 
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that rock down the slope into the far distant 
future. Into the ‘post anthropocene’ age. My 
beautiful pups are long dead and are now dust 
on our sacred little plateau in the hills above 
Queenstown. Hydro power was no longer needed 
in the late 21st century and extra terrestrial orbital 
solar arrays powered the whole earth. The lake 
below disappeared! The King Valley was restored 
to its indigenous nature, following on the heels of 
the restoration of the beautiful Lake Pedder. The 
fledgling Celerytop and King Billy pine at my feet 
in the 2015 photograph grew bigger and stronger 
and were transformed into forests of dense, humus 
rich, rainforest. This halted the flow of deadly 
AMD or ‘Acid Mine Drainage’ which poisoned the 
local rivers. They are now truly pure again! 
There are also many animals wandering the valley, 
including the Tasmanian Devil, which returned to 
health in the 2030s after scientists discovered a 
‘good’ virus’ that cured the facial cancer they were 
prone to in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. 
There are even Tasmanian tigers wandering at 
large after they were cloned from bone DNA in 
laboratories, bred up and released into the World 
Heritage area which eventually encompassed the 
whole of Tasmania in the last stages of humans 
inhabiting the earth. 

I began this manuscript with Seamus Heaney’s 
question about the ‘elsewhere world’ and where it 
can be found again. It is here! It is now! My spirit 
inhabits this elsewhere world: 

 beyond Maps and atlases,
 Where all is woven into
 And of itself, like a nest
 Of crosshatched grass blades
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